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Equations describing conditions of preferential non-reflecting (full) absorption of electromagnetic radiation into dielectric-metal system 
with covered arbitrary number of quarter-wave none-absorbing layers on it has been obtained.  The Influence of   such   multilayer resistance 
transformer on band of preferential absorption of radiation is shown. 
 

In the refs [1,2] the existence of the non-reflecting (full) 
absorption of the electromagnetic radiation in the plane two- 
layered system polar dielectric-metal had been theoretically 
predicted and experimentally proved. This effect appears in 
the dispersion region of the material of the dielectric covering 
at the discrete values of incident radiation   wavelength λ0, 
thickness l0 of the reflecting layer of the covering. The 
obtained spectrum λ0 and l0 has a resonance character, it is 
individual for the covering substance and defined by its static 
and dynamical properties. The spectral values λ0 and l0 
correspond to the appearing once so-called zero minimums of 
the dependence of the module of wave reflection coefficient 
ρ on the thickness l of composition layer. Moreover, the 
obtained values l0 are close, but don’t equal to the values, 
which are multiple once to the quarter - wave length λg in the 
dielectric covering. The specified theoretical and practical 
interest is the investigation of this phenomenon at the 
presence of the additional plane quarter-wave layers from the 
non-reflecting materials, which situate upper than the 
absorption dielectric of the two-layered system dielectric-
metal [1,2]. The presence of such additional layers can 
influence on the selective absorption band of wave in the 
same way, as it is in the tasks of the optic’s antireflection. 

Let’s consider the general task of the reflection of the 
plane-reflected wave, falling normally on the plane multi-
layered system, which can be presented in the capacity of the 
two-layered absorption system dielectric-metal, connected 
with the air part of the radiation space with the help of 
resistance transformer, which in the general case presents by 
itself the m successively covered quarter-wave layers from 
the non-reflecting dielectrics. The transformation ratio of 
such layered resistance transformer is equal to  
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where Z1, Z2, ... Zn are wave resistances of the direction 
system, filled by the materials of m successively applied 
layers of resistance transformer, accordingly. 

The complex value of the wave reflection coefficient of 
the system, absorbing the dielectric-metal, taking into 
consideration the resistance transformer, is equal to  
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γ ; Z, Z0 are the wave 

propagation constant and the wave resistance of the directing 
system, filled by the material of the main absorbing layer; 
ε=ε’ -iε’’; ε’, ε’’ -are values of the dielectric constant and 
dielectric loss of the material of the absorbing layer, 
accordingly; l is the thickness of the layer of the absorbing 
dielectric, ρ= (λ/λ cr )

2; λ-is the wavelength; λcr is the critical 
wavelength, defined by the measures of the directing system. 

The values εI and εII of the absorbing coefficient, 
including in the equation (2), connect with its wave refraction 
coefficient n and factor of dielectric loss with the known 
ratios 
              εI = n2 (1-y2 ) ;        εII = 2 n2y                       (3) 
 

For the convenience of the later considering, let’s 
introduce the mention of the given values of wave refraction 

coefficients n€ and factor of the dielectric loss y€ , which 
are differ from n and y in the case of the usage of the 
direction system, when value p differs from 0.  

From the expressions for γ€, taking into consideration (3), 
it follows, that 
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where n€= λв/λg ; λв = p1/ −λ     is the wavelength in 
the empty directing system and direction one, filled by the 
absorbing dielectric, accordingly. 

Applying such output process that was in the ref [4] we 
obtain the following equations, defining the conditions of the 
full non-reflecting wave absorption in the considered multi-
layered system. 
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where N is the number of the zero minimum of dependence 
of ρ on l. 

The equations (5) establish the connection between values 
n, у, N, at which in the considered multi-layered system the 
full non-reflecting wave absorption appears. At p=0 and k=1, 
they are equal by form with the analogical equations, 
obtained at the consideration of the conditions of the non-
reflecting wave absorption in the two-layered system 
dielectric-metal in the free space.   

The equation (5) doesn’t take into consideration the 
change character with the frequencies ε’, ε’’ of dielectric 
material, which is the absorbing layer of the considered 
multi-layered system. For the concretization of the appearing 
conditions of the non-reflecting wave absorption for the real 
polar compositions, let’s take into consideration, that their 
dielectric properties in the region of wave dispersion are well 
enough described by Debye equation 
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where ε0, ε∞ are extra dispersion statistic and high-frequency 
dielectric constants of composition; ω is circular frequency; τ 
is the relaxation time[3].  

The combine solution of the equations(5) allows to find 
the functional connection between ε0, ε∞ and τ of material of 
the covering absorbing layer, wavelength λ0, thickness l0 of 
the covering absorption layer, transformation coefficient k, at 
which the non-reflecting wave-absorption in the multi-
layered system will take place. For the finding of this 
connection the iterating process of the solution of the initial 
equations has been applied. 

The results of the carried out calculations for the case of 
the first five zero minimums of function ρ(l) are given on the 
figure 1 in the generalized coordinate planes 
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consideration, that ε∞ of the more polar compositions within 
2-3 units, was equal to 2 at the carrying out of the given 
calculations. The obtained dependences ε0 on lgωτ  at 
different N of the zero minimum of the function ρ(l), and 
their vertexes achieve to the value ωτ=1, according to the 
center of the dielectric dispersion region. The value l0/λB 
increases with the increase of lg ωτ and stabilizes at  ωτ>1. 
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Fig.1.The dependence ε0,ε∞ and relaxational τ,ω characteristics    
          of the selective wave absorption for the different numbers  
          N of zero minimum of function ρ( l). 

 
As it follows from the fig.1, at the given N, ε0, ε∞ and τ 

can be two couples of values λ0 and l0, at which the 
conditions of non-reflecting wave absorption in the system 
dielectric-metal is carried out. The analysis of behaviour of 
functions  ε0, l0/λ0 on lgωτ shows, that in the dispersion 
region of composition should be the spectrum of wavelength 
and the spectrum of the thickness of reflecting composition 
layer, corresponding to it. The character of these spectrums is 
strongly individual for every composition and is defined by 
its statistic and dynamic dielectric properties. The spectrums 
consist on two branches: low-frequency and high-frequency, 
differing by only change character of values of spectral 
wavelengths with the increase of the thickness of covering 
composition layer, corresponding to it. For the low-frequency 
spectrum arm the increase of λ0 with he increase of N 
accompanies by the increase of l0. It is characterized, that 
dielectrics with small values ε0 may have the degeneration of 
absorption spectrums because of the disappearance of their 
spectral lines, corresponding to first zero minimums of the 
function ρ( l). 
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ЕЦКЛШИШТВЦ ЬЪПФМШЬЦЕ ЕКФТЫАЩКЬФЕЩКГ ОУКДЦЖЦТ ВШУДУЛЕКШЛ-ЬУЕФД ШЛШДФНДШ  ЫШЫЕУЬШТВЦ 
УДУЛЕКЩЬФПТШЕ ЖЪФДФТЬФЫЭТЭТ ЖЦКЕДЦКШ 

 
Шлш дфндэ  вшудулекшл-ьуефд ышыеуьштшт ъяцкштц вбкевцишк вфдхф дфнэ щдфт цлы уевшкьцнцт дфндфкэ юцлшдьшж цлы уевшкьцнцт (ефь) 

гвгдьфыэтэт жцкедцкштшт ецтдшлдцкш фдэтэи. Иг ющч дфндэ ьъпфмшьце екфтыащкьфещкгт ыуюшдьшж гвгдьф ящдфхэтф ец'ышкш йбыецкшдши. 
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УСЛОВИЯ ПОЛНОГО ПОГЛОЩЕНИЯ ЭЛЕКТРОМАГНИТНОГО ИЗЛУЧЕНИЯ ДВУХСЛОЙНОЙ 
СИСТЕМЫ ДИЕЛЕКТРИК-МЕТАЛЛ ПРИ НАЛИЧИИ ТРАНСФОРМАТОРА СОПРОТИВЛЕНИЯ   

 
Получены уравнения, описывающие условия избирательного безотражательного (полного) поглощения электромагнитного 

излучения в системе диэлектрик - металл с нанесенным на него произвольным числом четвертьволновых непоглощающих слоев. 
Показано влияние такого многослойного трансформатора  сопротивления на полосу избирательного поглощения излучения. 
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